





























































































































































































































































































Articles1 Share of 
Wikipedia2 




Ratio of users 
to administrators5 
English 1 2,976,299 22.54% 10,203,869 1,889,458 80.70 6,095.50 
Japanese 5 605,534 4.60% 332,402 392,559 36.57 5,113.88 
Hebrew 28 94,970 0.72% 88,480 60,190 63.22 1,638.82 





















































Wikipedia Talk User Talk Talk 
Haiku about Wikipedia policy Mais oui! List of celebrities who have 
been awarded the Order of the 
British Empire 
SGpedians' notice board/Article 
Assessment 
SlimVirgin Everton FC 
Manual of Style (Islam-related 
articles)/Ma malakat aymanukum 
AnonMoos Pearland, Texas 
Featured picture candidates/Archive 1 BetacommandBot TNA X Division Title 
Stress Alerts San Diablo Peter, Philip and Alexander, 
Princes of Yugoslavia 
Copies of Wikipedia content 
(undetermined or disputed 
compliance) 
Bathrobe Volga River 
Requests for adminship/Cool3 (second 
nomination) 
Kylohk Great Gatsby 
SU Skunkmaster Caravaggio 
Verifiability/Archive 18 Peephole Do You See What I See 














































288 421 555 
Hebrew 
(686) 
156 333 197 
Japanese 
(567) 
162 25 380 
















Quality and Accuracy Question - About Citations 
Question - About How To Do/ or about policies 
Question - A Request for Information (i.e., a reference question) 
Explanation - Discussion of Facts Accuracy 
Sharing information about how to do 
Personal Opinion 
Evaluation of quality of contributions 






Conflict over facts 
Disagree about style and/or format of an article. 








Culture—Quality and Accuracy Size—Quality and Accuracy 
 Talk  User Talk Wikipedi
a Talk 
 Talk User Talk Wikipedia 
Talk 
West 69.67 45.33 37.72 Large 52.27 31.72 28.64 
East 45.24 32.02 29.95 Small 62.64 45.63 39.03 
        
Culture—Courtesy Size—Courtesy 
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 Talk  User Talk Wikipedi
a Talk 
 Talk User Talk Wikipedia 
Talk 
West 21.29 120.73 21.54 Large 107.45 254.89 113.92 
East 106.87 234.97 114.44 Small 21.33 100.81 22.06 
        
Culture—Conflict and Disagreements Size—Conflict and Disagreements 
 Talk  User Talk Wikipedi
a Talk 
 Talk User Talk Wikipedia 
Talk 
West 98.82 26 36.22 Large 22.06 10.69 7.34 
East 31.39 11.11 6.54 Small 108.15 26.42 35.42 
Table 5. West/East and Large/Small comparison on four categories in percentage 













  Pearson χ2  Cramer’s V  p value  








24.415 .198 .000 

















 12.413 .141 .002 
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Codes  Code Definition 
1. Signature  




1.2. signature modified  Add color or include some symbols (i.e. star of david), signs (i.e. 
chat), or additional links as part of a signature 
1.3. signature—later 
addition  
Later addition to indicate who posted the message 
1.4. no signature No signature  
1.5. IP addresses as a 
signature 
IP address as a signature 
2. Writing style  
2.1. address others by name Refer to another user, use actual (wikipedia user) names to 
discuss issues 
2.2. mention other user by 
name 
Address another user by his/her name 
2.3. expressive writing style Use certain characters (e.g., !), style (e.g., bold face) or 
emoticons to express one’s feelings. 
2.4. Use foreign languages Insert foreign languages and or foreign characters in the middle 
of the discussions 
3. Playful comments—
Sarcasms, joke, humor 
Use sarcasms to make a point; insert a joke or make a humorous 
comment 
4. Links  
4.1. link to Wikipedia 
policies 
Make a link to Wikipedia policies 
4.2. link to other Wikipedia 
pages 
Make a link to other Wikipedia pages 
4.3. link to other webpages 
 
Make a link to pages that are outside of Wikipedia 
4.4. link from random and 
irrelevant words  
Make a link to words that are not necessarily important to link 
(e.g., Well you've found a decent adhoc solution so all is well.) 
5. Jargon and Acronyms  
5.1. Wikipedia acronyms Use Wikipedia acronyms, such as RFC (request for comments) 
5.2. Jargons from a specific 
context 
Use jargons form a specific discipline 
5.3. Internet acronyms Use acronyms that are common among regular Internet users, 
e.g., IMHO (in my humble opinion). 
6. Article Ranks  
6.1. ranking of article’s 
quality  
Ranking the quality an article based on the quality scale, e.g., 
FA-Class 





Categories and Codes  Code Definition 
1. Conflict  
1.1conflict over style/format   Disagree about style and/or format of an article. 
1.2 spillover conflict to 
personal attacks/ 
attribution (trolls)  
Intensified conflict including threats (e.g., “And please don't 
move Scotland back to the top or it will be you getting edit 
waring”; “So if you keep moving it back without reason surely 
it is you who should be warned”) 
2. Agreement  Express agreement with others and/or ideas presented in 
namespaces 
3. Resolution  
3.1. Discussion about 
mediation   
Discuss how to mediate conflicts through various methods 
embedded within Wikipedia 
3.2. Request for mediation   Request for means for mediation, such as survey, polls, etc. 
3.3. Declaration of 
(satisfactory) resolution  
Declare a resolution that is either completely or somewhat 
satisfactory. 
3.4. Compromise  Make a reasonable compromise to end conflicts. (e.g., “As you 
can see, I'm not doing it, although I could quote this FACT.”) 
3.5. Concern to maintain 
community well being   
Express a concern for the community well-being threatened or a 
concern for other people’s feelings (e.g, “hopefully it can be 
resolved to people's satisfaction.”) 
3.6. Coordination efforts to 
resolve debate  
Effort to facilitate discussions, so that debates would be 
resolved.  
3.7. Blocking   Request for blocking, for unblocking, justification for blocking, 
complaint about blocking. 
3.8. Effort to avoid possible 
future conflict  
Make an effort to maintain the community well-being in order 
to limit future conflict – (e.g., “Okay. As long as we're not 
going spillover our WT:IAR problems here. I'd hate to be 
responsible for that.”) 
4. Vandalism  
4.1. Vandal/ Vandalism 
Attribution Challenged 
 
A request for justification of naming act as ‘vandalism’ or a 
user as a‘vandal’ 
4.2. Notification of Vandal/ 
Vandalism  
A notification of ‘vandalism’ or ‘vandal’. 
4.3. Thanks for Fighting 
against Vandal/ Vandalism  
An appreciation note about anti-vandals acts. 
4.4. Comments about User 
Behavior - possible Vandal/ 
Vandalism  
A comment about a user (deviant) behavior that is posted by a 
Wikipedian for other Wikipedians to answer/respond/react/ or 
be informed. 
5. Apologies & regrets  Express regrets and/or apologize (e.g., “Technically. I thought I 
was being so very clever, but at this point it's clear it was just 
lame soapboxing. I regret my actions.”) 
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6. Appreciation  
 
Thanks, value, and appreciate contributions  
7. Politeness/courtesy Use polite words, such as please, would you, regards, etc. (e.g., 
“but please explain why you disagree...”; “Also, please 
consider…”;  “regards,”; Hi, You have just reverted ...”). 
8. Greeting Greeting words, such as hi, cheers, etc. 
9. Group support  Express support, permission, or appreciation for the 
group/community (e.g, I am seeking approval before doing this 
(Everton FC). Also, “I have the link to a question [snip] May I 
link it here?“ (everton)). 
10. Request for 
collaboration 




Categories and Codes  Code Definition 
1. Question  
1.1. Question – About Accuracy of 
Facts 
 
A question about a fact that is posted by a Wikipedian for 
other Wikipedians to answer/respond 
1.2. Question – About Citations A question about or request for citation that is posted by a 
Wikipedian for other Wikipedians to answer/respond 
1.3. Question – About How To 
Do/ or about policies 
A question about action that is posted by a Wikipedian for 
other Wikipedians to answer/respond 
1.4. Question – A Request for 
Information (i.e., a reference 
question) 
A request for information about a topic/fact that is posted 
by a Wikipedian for other Wikipedians to answer/respond 
2. Explanation  
2.1 Explanation – Discussion of 
Facts Accuracy 
A comment posted by a Wikipedian to convince other 
Wikipedians of the accuracy of facts. 
2.2 Sharing information about 
how to do 
An explanation of how to do [something] on Wikipedia. 
3. Suggestion/Call for Action  
 
A suggestion for action posted by a Wikipedian; 
suggestions for example for rephrasing, expanding, 
deletion, reference, or adding information. 
4. Personal Opinion A personal opinion posted by a Wikipedian. 
5. Evaluation of quality of 
contributions 
Provide evaluative comments regarding the quality of 
contributions 
6. Voting  
6. 1 Announcement of voting on 
an article 
Announcement about voting posted by a Wikipedian 
7. Request   
7.1. Request to become A request posted on a user talk page by a Wikipedian 
24 
administrator asking the user to become an administrator 
7.2.Request to join a project – A request posted on a user talk page by a Wikipedian 
asking the user to join a project. 
 
7.3. Request to vote on or monitor 
items for deletion 
A request posted on a user talk page by a Wikipedian 
asking the user to vote on or monitor his/her contributions 
that are marked for deletion. 
7.4. Request to intervene in a 
conflict 
A request posted on a user talk page by a Wikipedian 
asking the user to intervene in a conflict or participate in 
mediation. 
7.5 Request to Block/Unblock 
page 
A request posted on a user talk page by a Wikipedian 
asking the user to Block/ Unblock a page (article) 
 
 
 
